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												Our Brands

																		The breadth, depth and quality of our portfolio sets us apart from any other wine company. With still wine, sparkling wine and hybrid categories, we have something for every taste and every moment.
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                            Our global growth engines are well known and loved brands that straddle multiple regions and markets. Some have long and storied histories, others are modern incarnations that meet the changing needs of today’s consumers.
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                            Our regional hero brands are built based on local consumer tastes, preferences and experiences, creating a solid foundation for growth.
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                                                            Anakena

                                                            Founded in 1999, Anakena hails originally from the Chilean Valley Alta Cachapoal and carries a name that is the birthplace of the history and culture of Rapa Nui.
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                                                            Yarra Burn

                                                            Why wait for a celebration? Yarra Burn sparkling wines are made to complement every occasion. Elegantly crafted, our light, refreshing, and bubbly range is perfect for chilling out on the weekend, or socialising with friends. Yarra Burn’s sparkling grape varieties are carefully selected from premium cool climate vineyards throughout Victoria.
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                                                            Houghton

                                                            Houghton has, in its 185-year history, crafted wines with a remarkable consistency of style, to become one of Western Australia’s most awarded wineries. Houghton wines portfolio, with its incredible breadth and diversity, take you to a place like no other on earth, with every sip, since 1836.
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                                                            Echo Falls

                                                            Echo Falls is here to make your ordinary feel extraordinary! From our delicious Fruit Fusions and rosé, to smooth reds and refreshing whites, Echo Falls is the perfect accompaniment to relish the little moments and embrace the big sense of joy those moments bring.
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                                                            Lambrini

                                                            Lambrini Original is the brand leader in sales of Perry in the UK. Now offering a variety of light and fruity sparkling flavours, including cherry and strawberry, the wine-style drink can be enjoyed on its own, or as part a signature cocktail – there’s a Lambrini for every taste!
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                                                            Cupio

                                                            Cupio is a deliciously refreshing collection of stylish and intriguing wines that taste as good as their bottle is alluring. From a Pink Chardonnay to the new “Rosé Bagnum”, Cupio has a unique & innovative approach to wine, allowing you to be a little more flirtatious with your choices.
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                                                            Kumala

                                                            We’re Kumala and we’re South African – a proud, colourful nation that loves to celebrate variety; from our dramatic landscapes to the vibrancy of our people. Our mix of warmth, generosity and expertise spills into every drop of Kumala’s reds, whites and rosé, inspiring you to explore new tastes in wine.
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                            Our regional jewels are carefully crafted and nuanced fine wine brands that are representative of the terroir of the regions from which they are born. They are desired, admired and collected by wine lovers around the world.
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                                                            Flagstone

                                                            At Flagstone we showcase the grapes and wine at the heart of South Africa. We are totally committed to making honest, real wine that is an authentic reflection of its provenance. Each product has its own unique label and story that shapes our distinctive range of delicious, award-winning wines.
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                                                            Croser

                                                            At the heart of the Croser story is the region, the hand crafting and the determination to create something world class. Since 1985, our team has been crafting world class sparkling wines from the picturesque cool-climate region of the Adelaide Hills. Made for celebrating, this is Croser.
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                                                            Bay of Fires

                                                            Nestled in Tasmania's Pipers River wine region, Bay of Fires represents the epitome of cool-climate viticulture and winemaking, with wines expressing the distinctive flavour attributes nurtured in our highly esteemed vineyards.
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                                                            Brookland Valley

                                                            Brookland Valley boutique winery offers the truest and most genuine expression of Margaret River. Responsible viticulture and winemaking with minimal inputs allows our unique terroir to speak for itself in our wines. Brookland Valley brings the best out of nature, from vineyard to glass.
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                                                            Katnook Estate

                                                            Established in 1867 Katnook Estate is one of the oldest wineries in the Coonawarra region with vineyards that stretch over 155 hectares. Crafted with a meticulous commitment, Katnook Estate wines deliver exceptional quality with the distinctive characteristics of the Coonawarra region and the famous Terra Rossa soil.
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                                                            Rolf Binder

                                                            Established in 1955, Rolf Binder Wines are made with the philosophy of only using primarily estate-grown fruit from our own vineyards across the Barossa, combined with traditional viticultural and winemaking techniques. The result is a range of highly acclaimed premium wines from Australia’s most famous wine region.
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                            Our rich portfolio is full of brands that play unique and specialised roles around the world for different customers.
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                                        Our Globally Acclaimed Portfolio

                                                            Our wines are recognised year in, year out at international wine shows (including IWSC, Decanter World Wine Awards, International Wine Challenge and Halliday), and by respected key opinion leaders around the world for their unwavering quality and relevance to wine consumers of today.
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